
MTNERALOGICALNOTES: No. II.— TOPAZ, BARITE,

ANGLESITE, CERUSSITE, and ZIRCON.

By C. Anderson, M.A., B.Sc, Mineralogist.

(Plates xviii. —xx.)

TOPAZ.

Emmaville, New South Wales.

Since a description and figures of topaz crystals from Emma-
ville was published,^ Mr. D. A. Porter has presented to the

Trustees the specimen represented in PI. xviii., Fig. 1. It is a

typical and finely developed example of the crystalline habit of

topaz from this locality, and, as it is somewhat larger than the

best crystals hitherto examined, it is possible to represent the

faces in approximately their actual relative proportions. As
usual there is a comparatively rich prism zone, with the form m
(110) greatly predominating. Each of the prisms has four faces

present, but the pinacoid h (010) has only one. The three domes
have each the full number of faces. Of the pyramids o (221) and
X (243) have but three faces, while w (HI) and i (223) have
four. The faces are with few exceptions smooth and brilliant

and give excellent reflections. The crystal measures 9^ mm. x

5| mm. X 4 mm. The mean co-ordinate angles obtained are as

follows :—

1 Anderson— Rec. Austr. Mus., v., 1904, pp. 296-299, pi. xxxix..figs. 1-3
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measure some fine specimens of crystallised Tasmanian minerals,

including topaz from Mt. Cameron, Flinders Island, and Bell

Mount.

At Mt. Cameron topaz is abundant in the stanniferous drift,

but has not been found hi situ. It is usually much worn, but
some crystals well suited for crystal lographic determination were
sent to me by Mr. Petterd. Two crystals were determined on
the goniometer, one a crystal measuring 12 mm. x 13 mm. x 12

mm. and of a greenish colour shown in PI. xviii., fig. 3. It is fairly

rich in prism faces, having 7u (110), M(230), I ( I 20), and g (130)
present ; I predominates, but all are well marked faces and give

fairly good images. The terminal faces are rather dull ; only one

face of o (221) is present. The co-ordinate angles obtained are

given below.
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A fine crystal (PI. xviii., fig. 5) measuring 7 mm. X 9 mm. x 7

mm., and perfectly clear and colourless was measured on the

goniometer. As the faces are very irregularly developed and one

side of« the crystal is broken, the crystal is di-awn in ideal

symmetry, but so as to show the habit as nearly as possible. The
prisms m (110) and I (120) are about equal in size and striated,

but the images are good. The brachydomes /(021) and y (041)

are relatively small, while the macrodome d (201) is unusually

large and brilliant. The base is large and smooth. The pyramid

o (221) is small, u (111) and i (22.3) large and brilliant.

The co-ordinate angles found are tabulated below.
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The crystals described in this paper are from the Wianamatta
Shale at St. Peters, near Sydney. There are three specimens

from this locality in the Museum collection, each carrying a

number of crystals, but specimens sufficiently good for guniumetric

determination are found on only one. The crystals are either

tabular on the basal pinacoid, or prismatic by extension parallel

to the brachy-axis. The combinations are comparatively simple :

of two crystals measured one showed the forms c (001), m(110), o

(Oil), d (102), the other (PI. xix., fig. 2) the forms c (001), b

(010), m (110), o (Oil), d (102), z (111). This latter crystal

measures approximately 3 mm. X 2| mm. on the basal pinacoid,

and, like all the well formed specimens is quite transparent and
colourless. The faces of b (010) are very small and were measured

in the position of maximum illumination. Only one reliable

measurement of the f omi z (111) was obtained. Below are the

measured angles.
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this mint,' and tlie Comet adjoining."' In the Museum colk^ctiou

there is one specimen from this locaHty, consisting of a group of

well developed lustrous crystals in a xugh of galena, with powdery
limonite. The crystals are of the general habit shown in PI. xix.,

fig. 3. The crystal there represented measures 1"2 cm. xl"9 cm.

X 1 cm. ; it is slightly broken at one end of tlie macro-axis, and
the a (100) faces are strongly striated parallel to their intersection

with 7U (110). The predominant forms are c (001), a (100), and
7n (110); the others are very narrow. Two faces of d (102)
admitted of measurement, but the pyi'amids and the dome o (01 1)
were determined from single faces. The image obtained from ^

(111) was very poor, the angles being measured in the position of

maximum illumination. The measured and calculated angels are

given in the followinir table :

—
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LE^vIs Ponds, Near Orange, New South Wales.

This occurrence of angles! te is mentioned in the " Census of

New South Wales Minerals" drawn up by a Committee of the

Australasian Association for the Advancement of Science in 1 890,"

where the locality is given as the New Lewis Ponds Silver Mine,
and it is said to be associated with cerussite and silver ores. On
the specimen in the Australian Museum numerous crystals of

anglesite are scattered over the surface of a crumbling, limonitous
gossan. Many of the crystals are greenish in colour, and
are said to contain copper. I was unable to prove the

presence or absence of copper definitely on the quantity
of material I felt justified in sacrificing, but it may be present
in small amount. Anglesite with a green or blue tinge is com-
monly observed, and this may perhaps be due to an isomorphous
mixtuie of anglesite with a small quantity of the anhrydrous
copper sulphate hydrocyanite, wliich crj^stallises in the ortho-

rhombic system with axes and angles not far from those of the
barite-anglesite group.

The Lewis Ponds ciystals show two somewhat different habits ;

in one the predominant forms are c (001), m (110), and d (102),
and the crystals are elongated along the macro-axis (PI. xix., fig.

5) ; in the other, by increase in the size of c (111), m is reduced
to a narrow plane, and the crystal is almost acutely terminated
on the a and ^ axes ( PL xix., fig. 6). The crystals of the second

habit are much smaller than the othei's, the two shown in

PI. xix., figs. 5 and 6 measuring respectively 5 mm. X 8 nim. X 5

mm., and 3 mm. in diameter. Only the lai'ger crystals are

greenish, the smaller being colourless with a greasy lustre. The
table below gives the mean co-ordinate angles obtained from the

two figured crystals.
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CERUSSITE.

At the Magnet Mine, Tasmania, cerussite occurs in two different

habits, long prismatic or tabuhir on the h (010) pinacoirl (PI. xx.,

fig. 1), and as fiat tal)les parallel to the basal plane (PI. xx.,

fig. 2). In both cases the crystals are twinned on the faces m
(110) and m'" (110) resulting in trillings of pseudo-hexagonal

form. A specimen in the Museum collection furnished ciystals of

the first habit, while Mr. W. F. Petterd obligingly lent some

examples of the other. An interesting feature is that the flat

pseudo-hexagonal tables of the second habit are invariably con-

taminated with chromate of lead, doubtless in the form of croco-

isite, which imparts to them a canary-yellow colour with occasional

patches of red. The occurrence is well d,escribed by Mr. Petterd.^"

" This attractive variety [habit ii.] of a common species

is, so far as known, confined to the Magnet Mine, in the upper

workings of which it is, although local, fairly abundant. It

occurs in fractures and vughs in the gossan zone, but in bunches

and sparsely attached as beautiful little crystals, generally in

close association with crocoisite, but never so far as observation

has gone intermixed with the normal form [of cerussite]

;

although this is somewhat abundant in its usual adamantine

characteristic habit, often showing remarkably perfect develop-

ment in stellar and cruciform triplet crystals."

Habit I. (PI. XX., fig. 1.) The two crystals measured were

essentially similar, being elongated along the vertical axis and

tabular on the h (010) pinacoid. The same forms are present in

both, namely c (001), a (100), b (010), m(110), r (130), i (021),

x- (102), and ^^ (111). In the figure the breadth along the a axis

is somewhat exaggerated, and the three individuals are drawn in

equi-poise, though really only one is well-formed, the other two

being quite subordinate. All the forms except b are relatively

narrow and the prism zone is much striated and interrupted.

Of the three individuals forming the trilling, I. is placed in the

conventional position, while II. and III. are twinned on the faces

(110) and (llO), respectively, of I. Thus the faces ?m and ^are

coplanar ^vith mand p, while mand p are coplanar with m' '

'

and p"
', and similarly at the other end of the a axis of I. but II.

and III. have only one coplanar face, namely, the Ijase c. The
figure is similar to the well-known drawing by Schrauf^', but the

10 Petterd— Kept. Secy. Mines Tas., 1903 (1904),'pp. 76-77.

" Schrauf— Tscherraak's Mineral. Mittheil., 1873, Heft iii.. pp. 203-212,

PI. iii., fig. 2.
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Magnet mineral lias three mure forms. The table of angles below
gives the measured and" calculated values for I. and also the
observed angles belonging to forms on II. and III., as, owing to
the small size and imperfect development of the crystals, on the
goniometer it was impossible to distinguish the reflections belong-
ing to the se\'era] indi\iduals, and it was mainly from the angular
measurements that the twiiniing structure was deduced.
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is at once apparent from the reentrant angles on the edges, and

the three systems of striations on the basal plane, which are well

seen under the microscope, crossing at angles of approximately

60'^, and running parallel to the brachy-axis of each individual.

Crystals of a similar habit have already been observed in aragon-

ite, but pi-ismatic crystals seem more common with cerussite.

One lot of isolated crystals of a pronounced yellowish colour

average 6 mm. in diameter. A few smaller crystals measuring

about 1 mm. in diameter, translucent, and of a much paler colour

were obtained implanted on the matrix. These latter supplied the

best measurements on the goniometer. The most prominent face

after the basal plane is the pyramid o (112); only one doubtful

angle could be referred to the prism /, which is accordingly

not entered in the figure. Tlie forms recognised are c (001), o

(100), b (010), v>. (110), i (021), k (Oil), p (111), o (112). The

drawing suggests Laspeyre's figure of aragonite from Oberstein,

only our crystal has more forms, and is drawn in ideal symmetry.

The measured agree well with the theoretical angles.

PI. XX., fig. 3 is a stereographic projection showing all the

forms recognised on Magnet cerussite and the principal zones.

ZIRCON.

Glen Innes, New South Wales.

Mr. D. A. Porter has been kind enough to lend me for descrip-

tion some crystals of zircon from Glen Innes and Inverell, both in

the New England district of New South Wales. In a paper read

before the Royal Society of New South Wales, Mr. Porter gives

an exhaustive description of the occurrence of zircon in this

district.'-* " In the Inverell District zircons are found in many
places over a large area, chiefly of basaltic country, forming the

watershed of the Macintyre River on the northern side, and

extending from N. to E.S.E. from Inverell. They occur princi-

pally in the beds of streams, or scattered over low sloping ridges,

and in the beds of clay and boulders, which form raised beaches

along the creek sides in many of the localities The

zircons from these several localities mentioned, are usually more

or less broken or cleaved, and very much worn and smoothed, but

occasionally in fairly perfect crystals, of which figures 1 and 2 are

representations." Glen Innes and Inverell are about thirty miles

apart and we may take it that the zircon found at both places is

similar in origin.

12 Porter— Journ. Eoy. Soc. N. S. Wales, xxii., 1888 (1889), pp. 82-83,

pi. 1., figs. 1,2.
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One good, doubly-terminated crystal from Glen Innes (PI. xx.,

fig. 4) was measured on the goniometer. It is slightly worn and
broken, and very irregularly developed as is usual with zircon,

but the reflections are fairly good. The forms present are m, (110),

p (111), V (221), n (331) and x (131), the largest faces

belonging to m, p and x ; the forms u and v are small,

w having only two faces present, while v has but one. The
crystals vaiy from clear, colourless to dark red by transmitted

light. The measured and calculated angles are tabulated below.
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(111), V (221), 'u (331) and x (131) of which a and p predomi-

nate. The crystal is dark-red in colour and shows a striated area

in one part. All the forms are present with the full complement

of faces except ti which has Ijut two. The crystal measures ap-

proximately 10 mm. in diameter. Below are the mean co-ordi-

nate angles obtained. Sp. g. 4-57.


